The beautiful natural environs with rich lakes and green mountains have attracted many tourists to the Union of Myanmar. Amongst these beautiful sceneries lie the big four rivers namely Ayeyarwady, Chindwin, Thanlwin and Sittaung, which added to the scenic beauty of the country and these rivers are giving full support to the socio economic life of the county as well as supporting the transport sector and the commercial undertakings of the country.

Ayarwaday streams from Kachin State, Upper Myanmar and the confluence of MayKha and Malika rivers. It flows down straight along Myanmar and finally into the Bay of Bengal. With the support given by Ministry of Hotels and Tourism, Myanmar travel companies are striving all out to improve the tourism sector. It can be seen that tourist arrivals have increased day by day.

It is noted also that new tours were added. Among all these tours, RV Pandaw 1947 voyage by the interconnection travels and Tours Company is one of them. According to the spokesman of
the company, The Pandaw ship in operation now is the original Pandaw and that Yarrow & Company built this ship in Scotland in 1947. It is a colonial style double decker and it is renovated and fully decorated as a high-class cruising hotel.

Its runs on a package voyage between Mandalay and Bagan and passes through the historical Kyaukmyaung, Minning, Pakkokku, Innwa, Sagaing and Amarapura cities. As Charter Service, the Pandaw has voyages to Moegoke, Thabeikkyin, Bhamaw, Mawleik and Monywa. Not only these voyages, the RV Pandaw 1947 runs on private trips if reservations are received, it is learnt.